The one-step perturbation approach is an efficient means to calculate many relative free energies from a common reference compound. Combining lessons learned in previous studies, an application of the method is presented that allows for the calculation of relative binding free energies for structurally rather diverse compounds from only a few simulations. Based on the well known statistical-mechanical perturbation formula, the results do not require any empirical parameters, or training sets, only limited knowledge of the binding characteristics of the ligands suffices to design appropriate reference compounds. Depending on the choice of reference compound, relative free energies of binding rigid ligands to the ligand-binding domain of the estrogen receptor can be obtained that show good agreement with the experimental values. The approach presented here can easily be applied to many rigid ligands, and it should be relatively easy to extend the method to account for ligand flexibility. The free-energy calculations can be straightforwardly parallelized, allowing for an efficient means to understand and predict relative binding free energies. free-energy calculation ͉ molecular dynamics simulation ͉ estrogen receptor ͉ one-step perturbation T he calculation of relative binding free energies for several ligands to a common receptor is of relevance for drug design purposes, and for obtaining a better understanding of the molecular interactions of proteins with small compounds. Despite the increased availability of computational power, calculating free energies from molecular dynamics simulations is still time-consuming, often requiring several extensive simulations to obtain a single relative free energy. The approach in which several free energies can be obtained from a single simulation of a, not necessarily physically meaningful, reference state (1) has been applied successfully in recent years (2-6). The idea behind the method is to simulate a judiciously chosen reference compound R, generating an ensemble of structures that contains conformations representative for several physically relevant compounds. The free-energy difference between any real ligand A and the reference compound can be calculated from the perturbation formula (7)
T he calculation of relative binding free energies for several ligands to a common receptor is of relevance for drug design purposes, and for obtaining a better understanding of the molecular interactions of proteins with small compounds. Despite the increased availability of computational power, calculating free energies from molecular dynamics simulations is still time-consuming, often requiring several extensive simulations to obtain a single relative free energy. The approach in which several free energies can be obtained from a single simulation of a, not necessarily physically meaningful, reference state (1) has been applied successfully in recent years (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . The idea behind the method is to simulate a judiciously chosen reference compound R, generating an ensemble of structures that contains conformations representative for several physically relevant compounds. The free-energy difference between any real ligand A and the reference compound can be calculated from the perturbation formula (7)
where the angle brackets indicate the ensemble average over the structures generated in a simulation of R. H A and H R are the Hamiltonians for the real compound (A) and the reference compound (R), respectively. Because this expression only involves the difference between the two Hamiltonians, only interactions that differ between compounds A and R need to be reevaluated over the ensemble. k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. As was demonstrated before, one can split up the process of changing the reference compound into a real ligand into insertion of a real ligand and the removal of the reference compound (6) . Assuming that the removal of the reference compound is independent of the real ligand that was added, one can estimate the free-energy difference as
with G* R an offset in the free energy that is independent of the real ligand, A, and HЈ A involving only the interactions of ligand A with itself and its surroundings, excluding R (6). The relative free energy of binding for two different compounds, B and A, can then be obtained from a thermodynamic cycle (8-10) by taking the difference of the relative free energies of changing the reference compound into compounds B and A when bound to the protein (complex) and when free in aqueous solution ( free) (6):
Fig. 1 also shows that the reference compounds R1 and R2 in the different surroundings need not be the same. So far, the one-step perturbation approach was applied to series of compounds with some common structural features that form the basis for the reference compound. The enhanced sampling in the simulation of the reference compound was obtained by describing the non-bonded interaction of selected atoms in the reference compound by a soft interaction (11) . The compounds for which the free energy can then be calculated by using expression 1 or 2 were thus far limited by the requirement that their structure should be more or less identical to the structural framework of the reference compound. In the present study, we explore the possibilities to minimize the structural requirements on the real ligands imposed by the structural framework of the reference compound. It will be shown that reasonable relative free energies can be obtained for structurally different compounds without the use of any empirical knowledge. The system of choice is the ligand-binding domain (LBD) of the estrogen receptor (ER). Previous computational approaches to computing binding free energies for this system involve empirical regression-based methods (12) (13) (14) , docking efforts (15) , and free-energy calculations from molecular dynamics simulations (3, 6, 16) . A great number of structurally diverse compounds have been shown to interact with the ER LBD (14, (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . From structure-activity relationships, the pharmacophore for ligand binding can be described by two hydroxyl groups at a distance of Ϸ1.2 nm, of which one is bound to an aromatic ring (25) . The molecular basis for this pharmacophore was confirmed by three different crystal structures of the LBD that have become available (26) (27) (28) . While the hydroxyl group attached to the aromatic ring was seen to be involved in hydrogen bonds with residues Glu-353 and Arg-394 and an enclosed water molecule, the other hydroxyl group forms a hydrogen bond with residue His-524. In the present study, we limit ourselves to the five ligands in Fig. 2 : 17␤-estradiol (E2) is the endogenous ligand responsible for the growth, development, and maintenance of a diverse range of tissues; diethylstilbestrol (DES) is a synthetic estrogen; 7-methyl-benz[a]anthracene-3,9-diol (MBA) is a possible product of the oxidative biotransformation of a common polyaromatic hydrocarbon (22) ; and genistein (GEN) and coumestrol (COU) are phytoestrogens that can be found in soy products (GEN) or sprouts (COU) (29) . Except for DES, these are rather rigid but structurally distinct compounds.
The ER LBD is characterized by a cavity that is completely closed of from the solvent by helix number 12 (see Fig. 3 ). This structural feature allowed us to design the three different reference states that are shown in Fig. 4 . They were obtained by filling the binding site of the ligand in the protein with a perfect carbon diamond network and the addition of two hydroxyl groups to account for the most important ligand-protein hydrogen bonds. Most of the carbon atoms in these reference compounds are soft atoms, ensuring that the protein does sample a broad conformational ensemble at the reference compoundprotein interface but preventing the protein from collapsing into an empty cavity. The reference compounds should be large enough to encompass the entire real ligands, not too coarse to accurately represent the shape of the cavity, and rigid enough to maintain this shape throughout the simulation. As was found earlier when calculating solvation free energies by the one-step perturbation approach (4), additional sampling of orientational and translational degrees of freedom of the real ligands improves the convergence of the results significantly. Here, we apply the additional sampling for the first time to larger compounds complexed to a protein. Insertion of the real ligands into conformations from protein-reference compound simulations can also be considered as a ligand docking technique that fully includes the protein conformational flexibility. The calculation of relative binding free energies through formula 2 and an appropriate thermodynamic cycle ( Fig. 1 and formula 3) provides the obtained results with a statistical-dynamical basis, in contrast to docking based on empirical scoring functions.
In the presented approach, the structure of the reference state no longer limits the choice of the real ligands that can be taken into account. The free energy of structurally rather different ligands can be evaluated from simulations of the described reference compounds. In the current implementation, full flex- Table 1 for details.
ibility of the protein degrees of freedom, as well as of the orientational and positional degrees of freedom of rigid ligands within a cavity in the protein or in the solvent, is taken into account. Future research will be aimed at including the intramolecular ligand degrees of freedom as well.
Methods
All simulations were performed by using the GROMOS simulation software package (30, 31) . Protein coordinates were taken from a well equilibrated previous simulation of the LBD of the ␣-subtype of the human ER (3). The soft reference structures for the ligand, called SDS, SDM, and SDL, were created by overlapping a perfect diamond structure built with a particular C-C distance (0.22 nm for SDS, and 0.153 nm for SDM and SDL) with the protein structure and removing all carbon atoms of the diamond structure within a distance r min (0.23 nm for SDS and SDM, and 0.16 nm for SDL) of any protein atom. Two hydroxyl groups from the original ligand (DES) were attached to the closest carbon atom of the soft reference state, resulting in the three reference structures of Fig. 4 . Table 1 summarizes the parameters associated with the reference compounds. In Fig. 3 , the soft reference compound SDM is displayed when complexed to the ER LBD.
Interaction parameters were taken from the 43A1 GROMOS parameter set (30, 32) . Van der Waals parameters for the soft reference states are listed in Table 1 . The hydroxyl groups and connected carbon atoms were interacting through Coulomb and a normal van der Waals interaction; all other atoms in the soft reference compounds were neutral soft atoms (11) , with a softness parameter value (2), ␣ LJ ϭ 1.51. Bonded parameters for the reference compounds involve only C-C bond lengths and standard GROMOS hydroxyl bond lengths and angles. Interaction parameters for the protein and for the real compounds in Fig. 2 are described in ref. 3 (E2, DES, and GEN) or defined by analogy (MBA and COU). Molecular dynamics simulations of the three reference compounds in water as well as in complex with the LBD of the ER in explicit SPC water (33) were performed for 1 ns by using the simulation parameters and protocol described in ref. 3 . While the soft reference compounds in the protein maintained their overall structure, they soon became more globular in water. An additional simulation of reference compound SDM in water was performed in which the solute atoms were positionally restrained by using a harmonic potential energy term with force constant 2.5 ϫ 10 4 kJ⅐mol Ϫ1 ⅐nm Ϫ2 . Atom coordinates of the reference compounds, when unbound and when bound to the ER LBD, were saved every 0.1 ps from the corresponding simulations. Rigid structures of the real ligands were superimposed onto the reference compound by fitting the hydroxyl atoms indicated in Fig. 2 to the hydroxyl atoms in the soft reference compounds for every of these 10 4 structures. To obtain additional sampling (4), the real ligands were then 10 times rotated around the O-O axis over a random angle obtained from a uniform distribution over the range 0-360°. Subsequently, 10 random displacements of the ligands were performed taken from a uniform distribution over the range Ϫ0.05-0.05 nm in all three dimensions. The additional sampling leads to a total of 10 ϫ 10 ϫ 10 4 ϭ 10 6 conformations for a real ligand complexed to the ER LBD or in water ( free). The interaction energy of the ligand with its surroundings was calculated for every one of these conformations and used in expression 2 to obtain an estimate of the free energy of complex formation. The relative free energy of binding was then obtained by applying formula 3.
Results and Discussion
In water, reference compounds SDS and SDM soon changed shape toward a more globular form, in which the O-O distance was reduced from 1.18 nm to 0.90 nm. The cavity that was formed by these reference ligands in water no longer had the proper size and shape to fit the real ligands. For this reason, another simulation (SDMres) for reference compound SDM was performed in which its atoms were positionally restrained. In the simulation of SDL in water, the O-O distance was slightly shortened as well but remained at an average length of 1.08 nm. The degree by which the real ligands fit onto the reference compounds is analyzed by calculating the solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of a structure that was obtained by fitting the ligands onto the reference compound, based on the hydroxyl groups. Table 1 gives the percentage of the SASA of the ligand, averaged over all five ligands and 1,000 reference compound conformations from the simulations in the protein. The highest value was obtained for reference compound SDM, indicating that this reference compound encompasses the ligands only partly.
The overall structure of the protein remained quite stable over the course of the simulations. Backbone atom-positional rms deviations from the crystal structure [PDB ID code 3ERD (27) ] go up to 0.2 nm. The occurrence (%) of hydrogen bonds involving the reference compound is indicated in Table 1 . Hydrogen bonds with residues that are expected to form hydrogen bonds to the ligands, as well hydrogen bonds with water at the site formed by Glu-353 and Arg-394 are listed. Preliminary simulations with reference compounds that did not involve hydroxyl groups or soft hydroxyl groups showed a complete loss of these hydrogen bonds (data not shown). From Table 1 it becomes clear that reference compound SDS is able to maintain the largest number of hydrogen bonds, whereas SDM and SDL significantly loose hydrogen bonding to the protein, only partly compensated by increased hydrogen bonding with water. As can be seen from Fig. 4 , the hydroxyl groups in SDL are quite buried, making it more difficult to form hydrogen bonds. However, Glu-353 remains oriented toward the hydroxyl group while His-524 turns away from the reference compound and reforms a hydrogen bond repeatedly throughout the simulation. Earlier molecular dynamics simulations on the ER in complex with DES showed very similar hydrogen bonding patterns.
The first five rows of Table 2 list the values of ⌬GЈ AR for several simulations and all real ligands. In brackets are the free-energy Characterization of the three reference compounds shown in Fig. 4 . For every compound the number of atoms (including those of the hydroxyl groups), the van der Waals parameters [ ϭ (C12͞C6) 1͞6 and ϭ (C6) 2 ͞(4C12)] for the carbon atoms, the C-C bond length of the diamond structure, and the minimum distance r min from any carbon atom to any protein atom in the initial configuration is given. The percentage of ligand solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) in an overlay of the real ligands of Fig. 2 with the reference compounds of Fig. 4 is also given, as well as the occurrence of hydrogen bonds involving the two hydroxyl groups of the reference compounds and Glu-353, Arg-394, or a water molecule on the one end or His-524 on the other end of the reference compound. A hydrogen bond is defined by a donor-acceptor distance shorter than 0.25 nm and a donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle Ͼ135°.
differences relative to the real ligand E2. Because of the more globular shape of reference compounds SDS and SDM free in water, a fit of the real ligands onto the reference compounds always resulted in structures in which the real ligands were overlapping with water molecules, and no favorable water-ligand configurations were found. For that reason, the values of ⌬GЈ A,SDS ( free) and ⌬GЈ A,SDM ( free) are not given in Table 2 . To determine whether sufficient conformations were sampled to obtain the free-energy values, Table 3 lists the number of conformations that were found to have a HЈ A value below ⌬GЈ AR ϩ k B T. From this table it becomes clear that the most flexible ligand (DES) is poorly represented by a single rigid structure. The lowest number of relevant conformations was consistently found for DES. In line with the finding that the reference compound SDM encompasses the real ligands worst, the number of contributing conformations found in simulations of the SDM (and SDMres) reference compound is very low.
Changing the reference compounds into real ligands seems to be more problematic in water than in the protein, as has been observed before (34) . For the two real ligands, MBA and COU, similar results (relative to E2) are obtained for the two reference compounds (SDMres and SDL) in water. The DES and GEN values show larger differences. From previous thermodynamic integration calculations (3) , the free-energy difference between E2 and DES in water was found to be Ϫ80 kJ͞mol, and between E2 and GEN it was 74 kJ͞mol. GEN is the compound with the largest number of polar groups. The fact that it has the highest free energy in water relative to E2 indicates that the neutral central part of the reference compound does not represent this polar character very well. The free energies that were obtained from simulations of the protein complexed with reference compounds SDS and SDL relative to E2 are of comparable size, with differences up to 12 kJ͞mol. Previous thermodynamic integration calculations on E2, DES, and GEN yield values of comparable size, Ϫ79 kJ͞mol for DES and 90 kJ͞mol for GEN relative to E2 (3) . By subtracting the free-energy values obtained from simulations of the reference compounds free in water from the values obtained from simulations when they were complexed to the protein, one can estimate the relative binding free energies for the real compounds (Eq. 3). These values are reported in the lower part of Table 2 and should be compared with the experimental values at the lowest line taken relative to E2. It is immediately clear that none of the combinations of simulations reproduces the experimentally well established fact that DES has a high affinity for the ER. This discrepancy can undoubtedly be attributed to the lack of flexibility in the treatment of the ligand as being rigid. The ethyl groups are known to fill specific cavities in the binding site of the ER LBD but are not able to adapt to the shape of the protein in the approach involving rigid real ligands taken here. The relative free energy of binding for GEN is reproduced by comparing the protein simulations with SDL and SDS to the liquid simulation with SDM, but the large value that was obtained for the liquid simulation of SDL lowers the relative binding free energy too much. All combinations involving the simulations of SDS and SDL complexed to the protein reproduce the comparatively low free energy of binding for MBA, as well as the higher free energy of binding for COU. Omitting the results for the flexible ligand DES, the combination ⌬⌬G bind (5 Ϫ 1) in Table 2 corresponds well with the experimental values.
No empirical input parameters were used in the calculation of relative binding free energies other than the parameters of the biomolecular force field. The protein flexibility is fully taken into account, as well as a rotational and translational sampling of the (rigid) real ligands. The logical next step would be to also account for the flexibility of the ligands, for instance, by using a representative set of ligand conformations to be fitted onto every protein-reference compound structure. The value of HЈ A should include the internal interaction energy as well. Alternatively, one can think of performing an energy minimization for the ligand within the framework of the protein coordinates, or even of performing short simulations involving the intramolecular ligand degrees of freedom within every protein conformation. With the current availability of computational power, the evaluation of the ligand interactions over a large number of previously generated structures by using a standard biomolecular force field is no longer a problem. Even including the enhanced positional and orientational sampling, the computational effort for every real ligand is still significantly less than for complete simulations of the protein-ligand complex. Moreover, the free-energy analysis over previously generated configurations of the protein-ligand complex can easily be distributed over a large number of computers.
The advantage of the one-step approach over alternative computational methods is that only a single simulation is required from which relative free energies can be estimated for many ligands. Based on results obtained for one set of compounds, one can easily design and explore alternative ligands, without having to run extensive simulations of these ligands, as would be required by thermodynamic integration calculations (35) , or more empirical free energy estimates based on end-point simulations (36, 37) . Compared with automated docking approaches combined with empirical scoring functions (15, 38) , the one-step approach has the advantage that the protein flexibility is fully taken into account. Instead of allowing for local movement in the active site or using a small set of protein coordinates, this approach naturally selects the most important protein configurations for every individual ligand. In addition, no training set of ligands is required to parameterize the empirical scoring function. A common biomolecular force field describing the interactions between atoms is sufficient to obtain accurate free-energy estimates.
Conclusion
It has been shown that the one-step perturbation approach can be extended to reference compounds that contain little structural information about the ligands in which one is interested. The ligands are fitted into the active site of the protein, taking the full protein flexibility into account as well as an enhanced sampling of the ligand orientation and location. The accuracy of the obtained free energies is limited by the use of rigid real compounds in the current approach. However, inclusion of the ligand flexibility should be possible and is a matter of ongoing research. The approach does not require parameterization of any empirical parameters other than a standard biomolecular force field to describe the interactions. Advantageous is the fact that relative free energies for additional real compounds can easily be calculated a posteriori. Moreover, the free-energy calculations from previously generated configurations can be massively parallelized. These advantages make the one-step perturbation approach based on an unphysical reference state without structural limitations to the ligands to which it is being applied an efficient means to understand and predict relative free energies. 
